
WHEEL THE WORLD

PROBLEM

Delaware B Corporation with the purpose to empower people with 

disabilities to explore the world without limits. Founded in 2018, 

our company offers more than 200 accessible travel products for 22 

destinations around the world. Until August 2019, +900 travelers 

have booked trips, generating +$600K in revenues and having 

+300 press appearances building a recognised brand that is 

changing perceptions around disabilities.

There are 1 billion people with disabilities in the world, and 2 
billion directly related to them. Currently, they face numerous 
difficulties to book a trip with the accessibility they need. 
Accessible needs are very different for each person and there is no 
existing service providing accessibility details of hotels and 
tourism activities. Travel sites, such as Booking.com or Expedia, 
haven’t focused on accessibility, making inaccurate and unreliable 
statements. The lack of accurate information about accessibility is 
holding back more than 500 million travelers.

SOLUTION

Web platform, gowheeltheworld.com, where users can find and 
book accessible hotels and tours, with the accessibility 
characteristics the user requires. Users profiles detail their 
accessibility needs, search for destinations and look for travel 
products with all the specific accessibility information about them. 
Once booked the service, WTW provides all information to the 
hotel/ tour operator required to satisfy the travelers needs.

BUSINESS MODEL

20% fee for every transaction made in our online platform. B2B 
Partnerships with global brands.

MARKET SIZE

CONTACT INFO

There are $72B being spent on travel by people with disabilities in 
the US and Europe annually. The market is growing at 17%/y. The 
US + EUR accounts for 60% of the total market (Total addressable 
market ~120B$). Each person with disabilities travels on average 
with 1-2 people, brings a potential market of ~250B$. Only in the 
US, 27 million trips are made yearly by people with disabilities.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

The focus on accessibility information allows WTW connecting
travelers’ needs with the offer of available accessibility, and 
customer MBA support throughout the experience, giving 
travelers the confidence they need when choosing options to 
travel and partners when receiving our customers. We have also 
created a strong brand that is changing the way people see 
disabilities which allows us to partner with big brands giving them 
access to a new revenue stream.

TARGET MARKET

The initial focus is solving the challenge of mobility for people with 
physical disabilities, seniors who might need some assistance 
getting around, or families who has a wheelchair user kid.

COMPETITORS

Our main competitors are traditional travel agencies that focus on 
accessibility; very local and need partnering with many other 
intermediaries. Websites like AccessibleGo or Handiscover offer 
accessible hotels that have built their inventory top-down, not 
guaranteeing accessibility.
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